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Preface
The first rule of Investigative Poetry: "Do not hesitate to open a case file on a friend,"
Ed Sanders, "Investigative Poetry" (1976)

FOUNDATION AND FORM
In Antropoesia class a couple years ago, Tim Hernandez asked us to study and develop
our own definition of antropoetic writing and create a project that reflected what we discovered,
how we incorporated these ideas into our own writing style, and what it taught us about the
world and about ourselves as writers. At the time, I was very much inspired by my friends, Josh
and Amber Dwyer, who were in the midst of adopting two boys from Uganda, Africa. I had
been a part of the process from the very beginning and the event matched the requirements for
the project, so the process began, a case file on my friends' adoption. Not only was the
antropoesia project crafted, but the heart of my graduate thesis was born.
According to UNICEF, there is an estimated 153 million orphans across the world who
have lost one parent or who have been abandoned, ("Children and AIDS: Fifth Stocktaking
Report 2010"). And nearly 18,000,000 who have lost both parents and are living in orphanages
or on the streets. These children lack the care and attention required for a healthy mental and
emotional development. Physical development is also jeopardized, as these children are at risk
for disease, malnutrition, and death.
I have been blessed these last several years, having witnessed five domestic adoptions
and seven international adoptions. Two families in my circle are currently in the process of
international adoption.
vi

Being an observer and active participant in the Dwyers' adoption gave me a unique lens
with which to give their journey a voice. A journey that is worthy of a voice, a story worthy of
being told. The Dwyers overcame many obstacles, including beginning the adoption of first one
boy, then including his sister, from an agency that turned out to be possibly unethical. They
discovered the adoption industry in the country was seeped in shady dealings. When they began
questioning the children’s history, there were either no answers or answers that brought unease,
raised red flags.
Uganda is not a Hauge Country. In 1993, the Hauge Adoption Convention on Protection
of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Inter-Country Adoption, created a structure to protect
children and their families against the risk of illegal, irregular, premature, or ill-prepared
adoption overseas, ("Understanding the Hauge Convention").

Uganda’s adoption laws are

fairly loose. Adoption in Uganda is governed by the Children Act Chapter 59 and The Children
Rules-Statutory Instrument 59-1, which provide procedural requirements for adoption
applications. These rules dictate that prospective parents must live a minimum of 3 years in
Uganda and foster the child for a minimum of 36 months, ("The Children Act").
Not being a Hague Country, people can get around these rules. For prospective parents
who are not residents, the courts are able to grant legal guardianship, which streamlines the
process, allowing guardians to immigrate the child to their own country and undergo adoption
there—a process that takes a weeks to a couple months.
This loophole, as well as weak laws governing orphanages, adoption agencies, and even
post-adoption procedures, has created an environment where unethical agencies actively recruit
children from poor families. There is not a word for adoption in their native language, so most
Ugandan’s do not understand what adoption means. Among other promises, children and
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families have reported that they were told by agencies that their child would be essentially foster
in America for a superior education at no cost, then would return to their home and family.
According to the Central Intelligence Agency, Uganda is one of the top 5 countries in the
world of children born per woman, averaging just under 6, ("Africa: Uganda"). Though Uganda
has shown progress combating extreme poverty in the last 10 years, the Republic of Uganda
reports most citizens make a living two-times lower than the poverty line, ("Poverty Status
Report 2014"). It also shows the quality of education is also very poor, with overfilled
classrooms and not enough teachers or learning material, many children drop out of the system
after primary school. This "fostering" opportunity can seem like an answer to prayers to these
families—one less mouth to feed, a free superior education, and in just a few years their child
will be home where they can get a high-paying job to support their family.
Heartbroken, the Dwyers mourned the loss of these children that they worked to bring
home for almost a year, and their faith in this path faltered. Perhaps, they thought, maybe God
was closing this door for their family. However, the Dwyers said it was God’s mercy and grace
that showed them the way to a different orphanage with a very good reputation. They were
paired with a set of brothers, Mark, age 5, and Luke, age 4. The same loophole that allows for
unethical child trafficking is the same loophole that allowed this family to adopt these boys, as
living in Africa for years was not an option.
This juxtaposition reminds me of Daniel Chacon's mantra in a Forms and Techniques
class of "The Story of the Story." His bolded mantra, for it was repeated so many times
throughout the class I can't call it anything else, shouts from the syllabus: "This is a key
understanding in fiction. In all good, meaningful stories, things are, and things are not."
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Through intimate correspondence, the near daily updates and calls for prayer on a group
chat and extensive interviews upon their return, I was able to narrate their experience from the
frightening car trip from the airport in Entebee to the village of Jinja, their first meeting with the
boys, volunteer work and cultural experiences, and adoption incidents and events.
One focus in the collection is on their difficulties dealing with an adoption system that
lacks infrastructure. Decisions in many stages of the process are completely left up to the person
with the rubber stamp, allowing inconsistency, mismanagement and corruption. This was
apparent even in the Dwyer’s experience as at least one official fished for a bribe beneath the
label of a mysterious unpaid “fee,” when the boys' passports went mysteriously at the agency,
and when an exit interview was denied because a never-before-heard-of report was missing.
The Dwyers were told it would take just a couple weeks after getting guardianship to get exit
visa. Six weeks later, Amber flew home alone to care for their three biological children as
school resumed. Two weeks after that, Josh and the boys secured visas and were finally able to
fly in for a loving homecoming.
Raising Ebenezer is a creative non-fiction collection of investigative poetry delivered
through mixed genre pieces (or various and often unconventionally structured narratives), that
examine the process and implications of international adoption through the journey the Dwyer
family experienced. The collection consists of essays, short stories, flash fiction, collage,
photographs, maps, group chat excerpts, lists, interview, newspaper clippings and other found
material.
Themes in the project include love, hope, family, loss, perseverance, and faith. These
themes are investigated through poems and prose that reflect events and everyday life the
Dwyers experienced on this journey.
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One aspect of antropoesia is providing a balanced view of the culture and exploring the
boundaries, which I do with pieces of the project that incorporate opposing views on the
“goodness” of international adoption. Included is a newspaper clipping from a Ugandan press
published while the Dwyers were there, that raised red-flags based on the arguments against
international adoption by UNICEF. A collection of headlines also shows an ugly side of
international adoption, including the corruption of the adoption system in Africa.
My biggest challenge came in the structure of this collection. It was broken up,
commonly, by sections--before, during, and after Africa. Mr. Hernandez directed me to look
carefully at the structure from books we studied for flash fiction, like Sesshu Foster's World Ball
Notebook, which left me completely dissatisfied with the collection's loose connection to soccer.
He also gave me other great examples, like Mark Nowak's Coal Mountain Elementary.
Nowak's structure is genius and does more than support the collection, it drives the collection to
new understanding of the text. Nowak's collection is first-hand accounts of coal mine accidents
filtered to the reader through three elementary school teaching lessons that include infrastructure
related to each lesson like: lesson overview objectives, national learning standards, time needed
to complete tasks, materials to complete tasks, procedures, discussion questions, and
assessments, extensions, and differentiations.
For example, the section titled "Third Lesson: Coal Camps and Mining Towns," the
Overview states:
Students look at the history of the coal mining industry by researching coal mining towns
built by mining companies. Students then write short stories that highlight the people
who lived in coal communities, focusing on the relationship between the coal companies
and the miners and their families," (135).
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Nowak then goes into a narrative via an interview of a Mr. Wei, who tells him how the
village he grew up in was a fertile farming village with a clear stream running through it laden
with fish and shrimp. And then an open-pit coal mine was created nearby as the nation's new
energy base, and years later, even wealthy investors pulled out of the project, "...the An Tai Bao
open-pit coal mine continued to grow, scooping up millions of tons of coal and piling mountains
of coal waste next to the village," (Nowak, 136).
It really is the strongest and most comprehensive structure I saw in my research and
speaks volume of the author's aptitude. These lessons "smell" of a false document but so many
specific details and the pragmatic layout of these lessons lend the structure and infrastructure
such truth and strength!
I'll admit I was both fascinated and discouraged by it. I felt repeating this triumph was
beyond reach and ultimately searched for something within the story to strengthen the structure.
Two things occurred to me. First, taking a news story and using blurbs to introduce the next
section that gave the reader a direction to follow. Second, the Dwyers are Christians who
constantly share the trials of this adoption through the lens of God's grace. So Bible verses that
they actually shared with our group of friends during this process spoke to me. The problem: I
included a bible verse at the top of each new piece in the collection in the first draft. Because
Hernandez recommended I study structure, I didn't think they were strong enough to hold the
collection together.
My solution came when I let the Dwyers' story speak for itself. Instead of fabricating a
structure to direct the reader, or something clever to tie into their story, I incorporated
communications from the Dwyers. The Bible verses in my first draft were mostly verses they
shared with our group during this process. It felt natural to include their communications. I
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think beginning the manuscript sections with their words, and the words of the Lord that they
held in their hearts during this time, is the best structure this collection can have.
For the “in vitro” structure I chose to basically preface each of the three main sections
with poetry derived from a post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer. As Josh said, which you
will read at the beginning of the first section, the their story makes the best sense when viewed in
hindsight. These quotes offer that frame. Additionally, this framing choice solved another
problem I was struggling with, giving Josh a stronger voice inside the project. Amber is the
default communicator in their marriage, as she is more outgoing and Josh more reserved, (he’s
the only lawyer I met that didn’t enjoy listening to himself talk!). Adding these quotes both
strengthened the frame of the overall story and Josh’s presence.
I also chose to strengthen the “in vivo” structure to guide readers deeper into the story,
through group chat excerpts. These excerpts also lend the characters a voice and a chance for
readers to get to know them better, see their personalities.
I’m very thankful Hernandez pushed for growth in this area of the manuscript as the
changes brought layers of textures that add a richness to the collection.

INSPIRATION AND INFLUENCES
My introduction to antropoesia came with the first reading from the class, Renalto
Rosaldo's The Day of Shelley's Death. With a journalism undergraduate degree, mixing creative
writing and reporting appealed to me. Rosaldo taught me many things that have influenced my
writing. For instance, one of the most difficult things for me to overcome was portraying the
truth even while not using the truth, which also goes against the foundation of my background
education.
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For instance, Rosaldo discusses a certain poem he wrote wherein he uses an image to
communicate a truth, even though it's not an accurate portrayal of what happened. From "The
Omen of Mungayang:" "...I run, reach Shelly's body, / drop / to her side. A fly buzzes in, then
out of her / mouth," (Kindle Location 531, lines 11-14). This image of the fly going in and out
of the mouth is repeated in "The Ifugao Men," where the same story is told from a different
perspective, the voice of another character who witnessed the scene as Rosaldo came onto the
scene of his dead wife: "...A fly buzzes / in then out of the body's mouth," (Kindle Location 631,
lines 11-12). Then Rosaldo dedicates an entire poem to the fly, Kindle Location 639:
The Fly
I stare at the fly.
One back leg rubs
the other.
Sky and earth heave,
press together.
Pressure
on the lungs,
tidal welling
overwhelms
my exhalation.

In an essay later in the book, Rosaldo explains, "The ambition of poetry is indeed "to be
the event itself," (Rosaldo, Kindle Location 908). "The fly entering her mouth," he said, "is a
poetic image of finality--brute traumatic. But above all it is the recollection of a harrowing
experience, the moment of devastating loss, the personal realization of mortality," (Rosaldo,
Kindle Location 921).
What Rosaldo taught me is that whether there really was a fly that really flew in and out
of his dead wife's mouth is beside the point. The image portrays the truth of the event and the
xiii

emotional truth of what Rosaldo experienced when seeing his dead wife. That concept was
difficult for me to apply to my own writing. As a fiction writer this isn't a problem, but since I
was reporting the true story of my friends' adoption, I struggled.
Rosaldo told the story of his wife's death from multiple perspectives of others in the
community who witnessed the event or knew the couple. But in the throes of grief, he didn't sit
down with a pencil and pad and interview these witnesses to get accurate details in the off
chance that he'd want to write a book about it somewhere down the line.
I tried on this technique in my thesis in a series of poems called The Ride Back Home
(56). The series focuses on ride back to the orphanage after the court hearing where Lukia, Mark
and Luke's mother, gave up her parental rights. There are five poems from differing perspectives
reflecting on the court hearing, the viewpoints of Amber, Mark, Luke, Lukia, and their driver,
William, who's the acting orphanage director. I never met William. I never met Lukia. She
speaks no English. I have no idea what she thought or felt about the court proceedings where she
gave custody of her boys to the Dwyers. But Amber's testimony of her posture and body
language, Lukia's interaction with the boys, the translator's communications from inside the
courtroom, cultural research and my own experience allowed me to communicate this unique
perspective.
I also had to overcome the resistance the Dwyer's had in my telling their story through a
poetic lens that might include things that didn't actually happen but portrayed what did. It all
comes back to "things are and things are not." One genre we studied as an influence on
antropoesia, which was also a big influence on how I approached this project, was New
Journalism. New Journalism uses literary techniques and devices, like dialogue, descriptive and
sensory details to paint a more vivid picture the reader can connect with.
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In the introduction of The Gang that Wouldn't Write Straight: Wolfe, Thompson, Didion,
and the New Journalism Revolution, author Marc Weingarten described New Journalism as,
"journalism that reads like fiction and rings with the truth of reported facts." I found a balance in
this but ultimately avoided applying this pressure when I could out of respect for the Dwyers and
chose to brighten threads in their story that innately lent themselves to poetics.
An author who helped me with the weaving of these threads is Eula Biss. I'm not a huge
fan of the attitude I sense in her writing, especially in "Notes from No Man's Land," which is a
response to Joan Didion's "Goodbye to All That." Perhaps it's because I prefer Didion's style,
another author whose conversational reporting style you might pick up on in this collection.
However I can't help but appreciate Biss' work in The Balloonists, which was required reading in
Lyrical Essay class and which opened up a world for me of speaking between the lines or within
the shell.
Biss is a great example of a writer who uses the form that Brenda Miller and Suzanne
Paola coined "hermit crab essays." In her essay "On Scaffolding, Hermit Crabs, and the Real
False Document" from the anthology Bending Genre, Margot Singer talks about how structure
and unconventional narrative forms allow for a delivery system that can relate sensitive and
personal material to the reader without becoming "sentimental or trite," (Singer, 79). She cites
Miller and Paola's hybrid term and sums it up like this:
"It's an appealing metaphor: the reclusive hermit crab hiding in a small or mollusk shell, a
'strange, new hybrid creature' wearing borrowed armor, disguised inside a borrowed
home," (Singer, 78).

Biss makes excellent work of this technique in The Balloonists. First, the essay is offered
in the unconventional structure of 72 pages worth of vignettes. In several vignettes she wraps
her failing relationship up in a series of hermit crab shells. For instance: "Today I noticed a slim
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bar of soap lodged deep in the throat of the sink. My fingers can't reach that far down the drain.
It is leaching away into the water, every day," (47).
This seems completely unrelated to the vignette before it, wherein her boyfriend shows
her on a map "this is you" and "this is me" and the distance between them, and the vignette after
it wherein she discusses secret pillboxes and a shade of pink like something from inside the body
and his ear resembling the shape of a fetus. These allow the reader to read between the lines or
peak inside the shell where they can infer a distance created in this relationship possibly due to
their disagreement over having a baby. Collectively, these vignettes create a shell to protect the
vulnerability of the narrator's relationship being like that bar of soap, slowly eroding, and the
narrator's inability to change the situation.
In Raising Ebenezer, you'll see Biss' influence in the collection called Impressions.
These are brief glimpses of experiences the Dwyers lived that weave together to reveal a bigger
picture of what's going on beneath the surface of the story or inside the hermit-crab's shell. In
Impressions, you'll read vignettes about buying tea that is spilled on her, about colorful chicks,
about her child holding her hand, and get a peek inside the shell about Amber's sudden
awareness of how she is seen because of her color, of discrimination, and of being the mother of
children whose skin color does not match her own and that she wants to make it meaningless.
I was first introduced to Eduardo Galeano a couple years ago in Lyrical Essay class. That
class taught me to see the musicality and imagery, the rhythm of language and use of white
space in Galeano's work which was a huge take-away for me. I appreciated the opportunity to
explore The Book of Embraces again last semester, through the filter of Flash Fiction class.
Though it was hard to break away from the elements of writing I grew accustomed to seeing but
I found so much more to appreciate.
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I was able to appreciate differently Galeano's use of the fantastical and slightly ridiculous
to expose human nature and truth even at its most vulgar. Like in "Those Little Numbers and
People," where numbers live better than people, (81). Sometimes he doesn't mask the tragedy
behind fantasy. For instance, in "The Ants," a girl with a group of children throwing lit matches
at an anthill is the only one to notice the ants pair up as they wait for death, (Galeano, 233).
The Book of Embraces embraces a collage structure of vignettes, autobiography, political
commentary, philosophical musings, poetry, fantasy, history, reporting, fiction, and even
illustrations. I was inspired by this collection and it pushed me to embrace the differences,
strengths, and insights each of these elements could work in my own collection.
His pieces often read like oral tellings, like stories you might overhear sitting at the knees
of your dad and uncles drinking coffee or whiskey and talking about stories from a war, like the
soldiers who guarded the bench in "Bureaucracy / 3," (Galeano, 64). Some of his stories are
more like conversations he has with the reader, like sharing the experience of doodling on
children's hands in "Celebration of Fantasy," (Galeano, 41). We were asked to look specifically
at Galeano's techniques of mythmaking, which unearthed a lot of personal understanding and
connection for me.
I've always been strangely drawn to fairy tales, even in adulthood. I've sometimes been
embarrassed by this connection because fairy tales can be seen as childish or simple, trite even.
But I've come to understand that it's the myth-making element that is the draw for me, along with
symbolism and archetype. There's a reason these basic stories are repeated again and again. In
an article entitled "Mythopoeia" on WorldPublicLibrary.org, American mythologist Joseph
Campbell is quoted as saying, "Without relevant mythology, society cannot function well."
Mythological themes and archetypes deal with the fantastic, supernatural, and divine and have a
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function in humanity. In The Masks of God: Creative Mythology, Campbell says myths cover a
"fourfold function:" metaphysical, cosmological, sociological, and pedagogical. That is why we
connect to them so strongly.
The pieces in Galeano's work that have a foundation in mythmaking were inevitably my
favorites. It was his mythmaking skills that resonated within me and inspired me, as well as his
flash fiction techniques. "Happenings 1" and "Happenings 2" are good examples of mythmaking
in The Book of Embraces. In "Happenings 1" a fish follows Mellado Iturria home from Negro
Brook and they become friends who drink together and who Mellado tells his secrets to. One
day Mellado suggests they go back to the brook for a swim and the catfish tragically drowns. It
contains the fantastical and teaches, perhaps, that you should always go forward instead of back.
But there are also flash fiction characteristics, for instance, the brevity of words, story
structure, and imagery. For example, "By the time he got home, the catfish trailing him like his
own shadow, he had resigned himself," (Galeano, 67). And there's a rhythm to the story like that
of an oral storyteller, which Mellado supposedly is, according to the opening of the story where
Mellado relates what's happened at the hearth.
In "Happenings 2," the story is more an archetypical myth of treasure seekers who break
into the home of an old man to steal his riches but end up with the treasure trove of love letters.
The thieves decide to give the letters back and do so by mailing them back to the old man one
letter a week. The man, who was "nearing his end," seemed reborn with vitality at the "joy of
receiving woman's words," (Galeano, 69). I see sociological and pedagogical functions in this
story that show what true richness is.
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You will see Galeano’s influence in my work specifically in Rubbish 1 and Rubbish 2. I
focused on the following elements I value in Galeano's work: the lyrical and poetic, the rhythm
of the story, and mythmaking in the form of storytelling about creation.
In Rubbish 1, I pushed past my comfort boundaries and tried out more of a political and
socioeconomic commentary about children being thrown away like wads of crumpled paper. I
focused on the rich imagery I see in Galeano's work, for example, "dust prints like rust" and
“crumpled paper wads,” (67). And included the juxtaposition I see in Galeano's commentaries,
like comparing children to wads of trash. I also used lyrical elements of alliteration in lines like,
“dropped down, pushed past,” and two consecutive pentameter lines for a strong rhythmic
pattern.
Rubbish 2 follows Galeano’s mythmaking style with a story about the Tooth Rat who
collects children's teeth and leaves behind money or a treat, a more realistic version of our Tooth
Fairy, (80). But there is still that push-pull of reality and magical in that the rat uses the teeth to
tell the earth an origin story of the creation of the Nile River. When the story is over, the teeth
fall out and he has to collect more to continue his episodic tellings. This story uses the
fantastical and animal elements like in Galeano's catfish tale and captures his oral storytelling
tone. I also juxtaposed the two Rubbish stories against each other, one with African children
having no story to tell and giving away their teeth to provide the rat a way to tell the creation
stories.

POETRY AND PRAISE
At the start of this program, I would never have thought my thesis would be anything to
do with poetry. Fiction was my strength and passion. But I used this program to face my
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weaknesses (and fears, possibly), and was able to not only get comfortable with the poet in me,
but stretch far beyond my expectations. My eyes were opened to the visual world of poetry.
Mary Oliver's A Poetry Handbook was an anchor in the sea of poetry. She provided the
science behind the art of the beats of a line's rhythm, boldly proclaiming "Rhythm underlies
everything," (Oliver, 43). And that, "The most important point in the line is the end of the line.
The second most important point is the beginning of it," (Oliver, 52). I learned to let the
language lead the idea to completion.
Other coursework introduced me to poets that changed my mind and heart about poetry.
Partick Rosal’s extravagant titles in My American Kundiman, like “About the White Boys Who
Drove By a Second Time to Throw a Bucket of Water on Me,” taught me titles should be more
than file labels, that titles are an opportunity to lead the reader, to say more, (Rosal, 42). I had
fun experimenting attention-seeking titles in this collection, for example, The Boy Who Called
Me Not-Today, (96).
Yusef Komunyakaa showed me the deconstruction and construction of a poem in Neon
Vernacular. Many of his poems in seem like musical compositions with rises and falls, and
crescendos. The rhythm in “We Never Know,” begins with long lines that lull, gets shorter and
frantic in the middle (along with the emotion of the poem as the speaker finds a fellow soldier
dead), then lengthens again to a reflective, peaceful end, (Komunyakaa, 145).
Through Satan Says, Sharon Olds opened my eyes to language and syntax as both form
and function, through her accessible and direct language talking about life events that wouldn’t
seem to consist of poetic subject matter. And emotional intensity derived partly through an
immediacy felt by the reader. Like in “The Other Life,” where “It is so quiet after they have left
/ the shadows lie down like stunned animals in the corner,” (Olds, 39).
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Though each of the poets I was introduced to in this program were capable of creating
strong images, Aracelis Girmay’s images from Kingdom Animalia have stayed with me, coming
back with a flash of crimson silk or the sweet smell of watermelon. Images like, "...the soft,
silver afro of the dandelion," from "Dear Minnie, Dear Ms.," (Kindle location 148), and another
from her collection, "& my hair stood up like switchgrass atop the gold fields of my skin," from
"For Patrick Rosal Who Wore a Dress & Said," (Girmay, Kindle location 239). And I love how
she not only gives Rosal a part in this poem, but a nod to his title style for this poem.
Examples of all these techniques can be pointed out in one of the pieces of my collection,
List of Things We Find in the Roads, (65, lines 4-9).
Fetid water puddles foster
frog eggs like un
wound
spools
of clear ribbon stamped with black dots.

The title does more than label the piece, it directs the reader in how to accept the
information. There is the image of an unwound spool of ribbon with black dots. The alliteration
and assonance in the first two lines bring a lyrical quality that works with the line breaks to
deliver a rhythm that starts slow, builds tension, unwinding like the ribbon with one-syllable
words in the middle, then ends slightly breathless with the longest line in the poem. It also
connects a couple threads woven throughout the collection, the thread of the color black with
“black dots” and the thread of corruption in the international adoption trade by choosing syntax
such as "fetid, "foster," and "unwound.”
Most people who know me are surprised to learn my thesis contains very little traditional
fiction. Even my husband wrinkled his brow. But I'm sure my instructors won't be surprised.
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They have pushed and shoved and pressed me out of my fiction box. They have seen the results
of their efforts and mine over these last years and helped me grow as a writer of all genres.
Therefore, this manuscript is a testament to the success of UTEP's Online MFA program.
It's a testament to the success of the teachers who foster an online learning environment in
coursework that builds a strong understanding of foundational theory, that offers opportunity to
explore the forms, functions, and techniques of craft, and that provides workshop experience to
prove our growth.
Perhaps this manuscript is a mild form of poetic justice against my pre-program self.
Regardless, this collection is a reflection of every bit of information from every class that was
absorbed and imitated and made my own. Of every defeat and success and triumph that has
broken and rebuilt me as a writer. Of every truth and understanding that has shaped my craft and
world-view.
Thank you for the courage and support in raising my own Ebenezer.
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RAISING EBENEZER

1

Stories
Adoption has many facets,
angles
reflections, refractions
from which the subject can be viewed
Together, these perspectives yield
different results than any one
perspective by
itself
In every adoption there is the adoptive
child's story, the adoptive
family's story
and a picture of God's
redemptive story

--Post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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PART 1
WANDERING

3

Hindsight
When I think of adoption, it doesn't take
long for my mind to wander,
to dwell
on the bigger picture that adoption reflects
our adoption story makes the most
sense when viewed in hind
sight
looking
backward
I can see how God
displayed His sovereignty
over each step of the process
How he guided us
every step of the way

--From a post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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Answering the Call

Josh and Amber talked about adopting before. Before the pressures of law school and
nursing, before student loans and debts. Before having their own children and moving twice
shaped their lives. Josh had three adopted siblings that prepared his heart to share his home. The
thought was always there.
It wasn’t until friends of theirs from church committed to adopting a child from Korea
that the kindling was sparked. They helped lift up the Leonard family in prayer, worked to help
them raise money to bring their son home, listened to their ministry about adoption. Katie and
Dustin Leonard’s story, their walk of faith, inspired the Dwyers.
"I talked to Katie today," Amber said to Josh. "Hearing her talk about their son, Jeremiah,
has really been making me think about God’s purpose. Jeremiah belongs to them, you can see
the desperate love they have for him, even though he's half a world away and they've never met.
They're doing everything they can to fight for him. It's an amazing love." After a few minutes
she asked, "Do you think there's room in our life for another child? One who needs love? Our
love?"
This thought erupted inside her. No matter what she did, her mind inevitably wandered
back. And every time, the path inevitably forked at "Is this the right time?" It seemed like the
worst possible moment to even consider such a commitment. Josh was about to start a position
at a new law firm. Amber was homeschooling their daughters, not earning an income. They
sacrificed cable and eating out in order for their eldest son to attend private school. Things were
slightly unstable.
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Wouldn't another child add more pressure and stress to the situation? Wouldn't another
child take away from the time and energy she needed to focus on educating her girls? Could they
afford it or even have the financial security required to qualify for such a large commitment?
Amber was largely left to care for the kids as a single mother, with Josh working long
hours and many weekends to keep them above hardship. Could she handle another? What kind of
burdens would another child add to this family situation that already seemed less than ideal?
She clasped her hands together in prayer whenever she felt afflicted by these dualistic
ideas. Is adoption something you are calling us into, Lord, or something I am seeking? I know we
can do all things through you, but I'm afraid. Is adoption really something we can handle?
One day she confessed to Katie about the crossroads. Katie forwarded an email
regarding orphans in Uganda, Africa. Maybe the ministry could answer her questions regarding
international adoption.
Amber was given access to a website that contained page after page of photographs with
names and birthdays of Ugandan children in need of families. She scrolled through profile after
profile, her hand finally stilled and one child's face came into complete and perfect focus. And
she fell in love. A two‐year‐old named Tamale caught at her heart. Tamale shared Amber's
deceased father’s birthday. It must be a sign. God, is it a sign? She bowed her head and prayed
until her words seemed like chants in their soft repetition.
Amber e‐mailed the photograph and information to her husband without expectation. He
was at work; she didn’t expect a reply, but inexplicably waited for one.
Minutes later her heartbeat quickened and her hand shook as she opened his reply: "Yes,
let's do it, how do we make Tamale our son? What is the next step?"
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That is when she knew they were being called by God. Amber knew her husband would
not agree to an adoption at this crazy time in their life if he was not moved by the Holy Spirit.
And Josh agreed, "I cannot explain," he confessed to her later, "the urgent need I felt to act."
They were unified in their decision to move forward with international adoption. It was a
call from God. One He inspired them to answer.
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Heart For Africa
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Setting the Stone
Facebook Group Page Message: June 18, 2014

Samuel then took a large stone and placed it between the towns of Mizpah and Jeshanah.
He named it Ebenezer (which means “the stone of help”), for he said, “Up to this point the Lord
has helped us!”

-- 1 Samuel 7:12

We are foolish, forgetful people. Even those of us with excellent memories cannot
accurately recall everything the Lord has done for us this day, let alone every precious day.
Even if all we did all day long every day was to proclaim thanksgiving to God for his many
blessings, we’d run out of time before we ran out of things for which we should be thankful.
This has been no less true throughout our adoption story up to this point, and so we desire to give
Him all the glory as we use this group/page as an Ebenezer stone to display His faithfulness, His
goodness and His grace (past, present and future) as we continue on this journey. While the
immediate goal is to bring Mark and Luke home, we pray that their adoption into the Dwyer
family would pale in comparison to their adoption into the family of God through the blood and
sacrifice of Jesus Christ. Thank you for bearing witness to this time in our lives! We are blessed
by your love, support and prayers!
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Tamale

I.
Tamale
Tamale
pronounced Tom‐a‐lay
In the southwest we'd say
Ta‐mal‐ey
dish of corn masa & red chili pork
His name will need changed,
Our little Tamale.
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II.
Tamale of the smiling face
has a sister
Oliver
is her name.
How can we take away
Tamale
And leave Oliver
behind?
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III.
Tamale and Oliver
we cannot separate
bonds
ties
lives
can we
dare we
commit to two‐‐

12

The African Adoption Trade
International adoptions from Uganda are rising.
Child-protection groups are alarmed that most of the increase was in African countries that have
not signed the Hague Convention, a 1993 agreement meant to prevent children from being
abducted or trafficked by setting rules and procedures for cross-border adoptions.
Others say international adoptions give the children a better life. One rights worker says many
vulnerable children are at risk.
But the rapidly advancing trend has raised concern that many African countries lack protections
to prevent local families from being misled or pressured into giving up children -- the same kind
of problem that led other countries, such as Guatemala and Romania, to clamp down on
adoptions by foreigners.
I was stolen from my family.

--From Recent News Stories about the Adoption Trade in Africa
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IV.
These two,
these darling two
we cannot make our own.
We asked about mother,
we asked about father
we asked about how they came
to be at the orphanage but answers
gave unease.
There are no records, there are no documents.
They may still be
the children of others.
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V.
Tamale
Tamale
and Oliver so sweet
bitter
sweet
broken hearts mend with God's amazing grace.
We thank God for you, we pray
for you to find your Forever Family
and keep you
in our hearts.
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Two By Two

It has been a week since they lost Tamale and Oliver.
Amber sits across from her friend, Shannon. The bustling cafe creates an intimate pocket
inside the noise and shuffling, where children communicate exuberantly and color their menus
while stay‐at-home moms catch up with friends, where professionals in the dark attire stand in
rigid formation at the order line, where retired couples smile at the antics of the children, or
frown.
16

"Did you find another agency yet?" Shannon asks her before taking a bite of salad.
"Yes," Amber answered, "A friend of a friend turned us on to another orphanage. We've
checked them out and they have a good reputation. It's run by an Australian woman who’s
married to a pastor in California. She lives in California but goes down several times a year."
Amber drizzles dressing on her salad, her face pointed down in concentration, but her
friend knows she's thinking of the children she lost. She finally looks up and meets Shannon's
eyes. "We should be placed with siblings this week.”
"Siblings?" Shannon asks, her fork midway to her mouth.
"Yes, this orphanage only lets you adopt two. They put them in sibling groups if they
aren't already siblings, so they keep a connection to Africa, to someone they grew up with."
"Amazing!" Shannon softens her voice, tries to sound upbeat and still be empathetic.
"Do you think God allowed the connection to Tamale in order for you to consider adopting two?
And even though Tamale and Oliver weren't the children He chose for you, you had to come to
this place before He could lead you to the kids He chose for you?"
Amber smiles a sideways smile, but it didn't light up her eyes. "Yes. If we had found this
orphanage first, we wouldn't have considered adopting from there because of the rule of two.
Josh and I came to the same conclusion. God was preparing us for this Path. He is good."

***
"Let me see!" Shannon nearly shouts at Amber, who is scrolling through the email on her
iPhone.
"Here they are," she tells Shannon, handing her the phone. "Their names are Mark and
Luke. They are 4 and 5, and actual brothers."
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Two dark faces smile up at Shannon from the screen. Their heads are touching as they
squeeze into each other. Their big brown eyes seem full of hope, Shannon thinks.
"They are so precious!" Shannon says with tears slipping from her eye. "They are
beautiful. They are yours!"
"They are ours," Amber answers, the smile that breaks across her face is reflected in her
eyes.

Caption: Luke (left), and Mark
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Things We Didn't Expect to Hear
From Friends and Family About Adoption

If you don't have the money to pursue adoption without fundraising, it's financially irresponsible.
*
Don't expect them to be grateful for what you're doing for them.
*
Be prepared for your biological children to be sexually assaulted every night.
*
You'll be taking money and resources away from your birth children, think of them.
*
Their marriage isn't strong enough, they have too many problems to adopt.
*
It will change your family forever.
*
You won't be able to do the things you can do now.
*
I don't want any part of this.
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Packing List
From a website that advises what to pack for mission trips in Uganda, Africa.

1. Items You Should Carry on Your Person

Valid US Passport with empty page for a Uganda Visa Stamp, identification
 International Certificate of Vaccination PHS‐731, health insurance documents
Airline tickets
Hollowness
Personal Funds ‐ credit card
Small flashlight
Fear
 Medications (prescription & over‐the‐counter), anti‐malarial of choice
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2. Items You Should Have in Your Carry‐On

Personal toilet items: toilet paper, tooth brush, toothpaste, deodorant, antiseptic mouth wash
*Note: when taking a shower or bathing, hold your lips tightly shut. After bathing, rinse your
mouth with antiseptic mouth wash to kill any bacteria that may have gotten in via the water.
Camera
Fear
 Insect repellent (Deet)
 Entertainment: tablet, books, music player
Pocket size rain pouch
Personal first aid supplies
Broken relationships with those opposing the adoption
One small bottle of water
One change of clothes
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3. Items You Should Have in Your Checked Bags

Benevolent items: gifts, used clothes, Bibles & books
Clothing
 Leatherman Tool or Knife
 Lock & chain
Distrust
Pillow
Small roll of duct tape
Sewing kit
Heartache
Single use rubber examination gloves
String ‐ Nylon
Control
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PART 2
WALKING
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Oscillated
The time before we flew to Uganda
felt a little schizophrenic On one
hand, it took
about 22 months from deciding to move
forward
until we actually boarded the plane in El Paso, but
a lot of that time was spent waiting,
punctuated by brief but intense flurries of activity
waiting
Emotionally, it seems
we oscillated
like a humming desk fan
between
feeling there was so much to do
so much to do
we'd never get it
done and feeling it was going quicker
quicker than anticipated

--From a post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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Welcome Home With Open Arms

Caption: Amber and Josh
hug and hold
Luke and Mark
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We’ve Arrived
Group Chat: July 12

Amber D: Hello Friends! We arrived here very early Wednesday morning local time and have
had a full almost two days now. The boys are precious and have been so happy we are here!
There are three other families here also adopting two boys similar in age so I think it had been
hard on them knowing we were coming but being the last ones of the group. All the other parents
knew we were coming and said Mark told them every day his parents were coming soon.
Their little accents are too cute, although there are some language barriers right now as
we get used to it. We have quite a bit of freedom to do what we want with them which has been
nice but a tad bit overwhelming because we are so tired right now!
Biggest prayer needs right now are for energy, favor with the judge tomorrow morning
and safety travelling to and from Kampala. The traffic and driving here is like nothing I could’ve
ever imagined!
Love you guys!

Shannon B: Yay! So glad you guys are there safely and finally get to hold those boys! I’m glad
driving wasn’t something you worried about before, Amber! ;)

Amber: Me too, Shannon!! Although now it is my biggest fear! No traffic rules, no speed limits,
biggest and fastest vehicles win! SO crazy!! I recited Psalm 23 with my face hid behind Josh’s
arm the entire way!
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Our Day in Court

I.
Climb into the van
it's dark still
tired, jet‐lagged
bleary eyes see the boys
in clothes we brought
in the front William, the orphanage director, drives
and Nancy, the case worker, are quiet
Josh and me and boys, slumped against us
in the middle, in the back a woman
we don't know
bumping along the road to Kampala
glad it's dark, I can't
see and less traffic, fear relieved
we beat rush hour and make good time
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II.
"Go with Nancy," the director says and drives
off, Nancy rushes
through streets to a traditional African
cafe "Is there anything
they can eat?" she motions at us and orders
boys a pot of tea with milk
we watch, but they handle the hot pot like pros
the lady who rode with us sits at the table, moans and rubs
her breast
a woman and three men sit at a table beside us
we exchange a smile, the other woman
she waves at Luke
Luke smiles and waves back
she watches the boys
"Does she know the boys?"
"Yes, their mother comes to testify."
It is their mother.
I am their mother.
We pay for their meal, encourage the boys to greet
her and rush behind Nancy to the courthouse.
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III.
Appointment at 9:30
in a very small room outlined in chairs we sit
the air is heavy, there are no windows
we all sit across from each other, staring
lady from the van is boy's aunt, mother's sister
she moans and rubs her breast, I give her ibuprofen
we can see into another area where another adopting family waits
gets called back
attorney comes before lunch,
"The judge will see you. She wasn't going to, but she agreed.
Go eat lunch, come back at 1."
We eat together at the same cafe,
pay and come back at 1
other waiting area has coloring supplies and toys
boys are content for a bit
we don't have to stare
4:30 the lawyer comes
"The judge sees you now. She wasn't, but said she will."
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IV.
The room is small
judge sits behind large desk
window open behind her
air gets stirred
odor of rotten fruit
lawyer sits in chair across
from judge, we sit
in chairs lining the back wall
I cannot see the judge blocked
by the head of the lawyer and assistant
and laptop screen
they talk to judge
responds
in low voice I cannot hear
in language I do not understand
I exchange a look with Josh
sits stiffly
lawyer gives judge the file
she flips slowly through each paper
asks something, types something
the mother stands and answers
"What did she say?"
"Her husband died in a bodaboda accident"
more is said
mother sits down
"You go" the lawyer says and points at door
they file out
I wait last, I want to see the face of the judge
see her eyes, smile, nod
respect, thanks, communicate
I love these boys, will do right by them
she smiles back
my held breath escapes
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Caption: Mark and Luke in foreground, Mother, Lukia, behind, brother
and brother in law behind mother, village elder and aunt on the right.

Elder
The village elder dips his head down,
holds his dark suit jacket, single breasted
tight to his chest
eyes averted so the camera
can't capture his soul.
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The Ride Back

William
I am William
Director of Welcome Home
Orphanage of Children
zero to six years.
I drove Dwyer
family to court
Judge is hard but fair
she judged right
The mum of boys needs
to sign paper at orphanage
I offer her ride with us
I take care of it
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Mark
I poured the tea
Mum Who Left sat by
us in cafe
she smiled
I pretended not to
see I kept
my head down
On the ride back
to Home I sat
with Mum Who Came
for me and my brother
I only told the Mum Who Left
goodbye when I was told.
I will be Son Who Left
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Luke
My parents took
us to a cafe
my brother poured tea
I poured tea to show my
parents I am big
My mum came
she smiled at me
my parents told
me to greet her
We sat in a room
I talked to my
mum so she wouldn't cry
when she looked
at me and Mark
with sad eyes
I showed her pictures of us
on my parents’ phone
I took her picture
I sat in her lap
on the way back
Home
I cried when I told her
goodbye.
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Amber
My husband is in the front
My son is in the back
sitting on his mother's lap
I am his mother
he should be with me
I check on the sister
who moans and rubs her breast
she gives me a paper
clinic diagnosis
Mastitis of her breast
a baby waits for her
she couldn't nurse all day
I give her another ibuprofen
tell William to tell her for later
Their mother smiles a sad
smile at me
I am their mother
She gave them to me
She can have the time
with Luke, it is her time
he has her name
Mark is asleep against
me I try to sleep
but all I can think is
should we leave
her boys our
boys and send
money for their care
Are they better
off with her
When we get
back to where we stay
I cry all night
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Lukia
I go to Kampala to tell
judge I give my boys
to orphanage
my husband died
common motorcycle
accident
hit by truck
I had no money for boys
my oldest looks like
his father
he doesn't look at me
when I wave to him
he is hard like
his father
I tell the judge
what she asks
I have sorrow
I have hope
Boys want family
I let family take them
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Party Day
Group Chat: July 15

Amber D: So today was "party" day at the orphanage! They have a tradition every time there are
kids about to leave for America where they draw a chalk airplane on the ground and have all of
the kids in the orphanage come sit in rows. They put potty chairs on the wings and they are
served their snack while on the "plane." There is even in-flight entertainment of singing and
dancing by all of the Welcome Home staff :) It was a lot of fun!! Mark and Ryan (one of the
other boys being adopted) got to be co-pilots! <photo omitted>

Shannon B: That sounds like fun! But then my heart breaks for the kids who don't get to go! :(

Dustin L: How cool is that!

Mark H: Awesome!

Amber D: That part is hard, Shannon! They all crave attention so much and ask repeatedly when
their mommy and daddy are coming. Please be praying for their little hearts! I do have to share a
pic of this beautiful little boy we got to meet today. The younger toddlers are kept in a different
area so we haven't spent much time with them, but there is this precious little boy that is in the
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orphanage because he is half Ugandan and half Indian so his village shunned him and will have
nothing to do with him. So sad!

Amber D: This is him with Mandy, Director of Operations at the orphanage <photo omitted>

Amber B: I don't even have words....

Shannon B: Nor I

Katie L: He's beautiful. God is good to let you enter into the brokenness of these kids. It makes
me think of the hours we spent in the baby room in Seoul. So many little hands reaching for
someone to hold them, and as soon as you'd pick up a little crying baby, they'd just smile at you
and hang onto you for dear life.

Amber D: Yes, Katie! They do cling to you like "Please don't let me go." It is an experience that I
will cherish and I know I am the one who has been blessed to be able to love on them, if only for
a moment.

Katie L: Amen. I miss those lonely little babies so much now! One in particular had the best
smile ever. I hope God has a family for him.
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Children
One of the other things that stood
out were the children, not
only at Welcome Home, but in general
children were everywhere playing
soccer in the vacant dirt lot coming
and going to school children walking about town
helping their families with chores carrying
containers of water
Most had quick
smiles despite the obvious signs
of poverty Most were eager
to interact with Americans but
there was still a significant amount of novelty in sharing
their town and culture with foreigners
--Post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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Unprepared for / Speech
sounds deep
voices
everything said as a command
demand
exclamatory!
disapproving clicks
demonstrative
tone that hangs like white
bed sheets on the line
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List of Things We Find in the Roads

Debris
Trash
Waste
Fetid water puddles
foster
frog eggs like un
wound
spool
of clear ribbon stamped with black dots
A man we thought was dead but turned
out only to be sick
Chickens
Children
Monkeys
Turkeys
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100 Stickers and a Soccer Ball
Group Chat: July 16

Amber D: Today was hard! The physical and emotional challenges were more than I have had up
to this point. Mandy took a group of us out to visit two villages outside of Jinja. As challenging
as things seem in the city, it's more real in the villages as there is a struggle for food and little to
no medical care. The children come running up to you and by the end of our walk, we probably
had a group of 60 kids following us. I am so thankful to have had the opportunity but it was
draining! On top of that, I am not feeling well today (cough, headache & sore throat), so I would
appreciate your prayers on that front.
Amber D: Here's a video. Trying to hand out stickers, 100 were gone in seconds! <video
omitted>
Amber D: The excitement that follows showing the children in the village a soccer ball :) <photo
omitted>
496‑6696: That sounds really amazing and really difficult. To see so many in need with your
own eyes and not be able to fix things for them. Ugh. But so few of us will have the opportunity
to ever see those things with our eyes. You're going to be doing a lot of story-telling and picture
showing to let us see with our hearts! What does all of this make you think about the way we live
here? I'm sure it's changed your perspective, but anything specific?
Amber D: I don't think you can see these things in person and not be changed. My prayer is that
the change will produce action of some sort on my part. Not sure what that looks like specifically
yet, but I will definitely keep you posted!
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Rubbish 1
Children litter the red streets of Jinja. Dropped down, pushed past, and kicked away with
dirty sandals and shiny shoes that leave dust prints like rust. Rubble stomped under so many
feet, crumpled paper wads of abandoned stories. They long for the telling.
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Imprints

The sun pierces the thick air like a pin through rice paper. I feel it on sun-blistered skin through
the thin shirt stuck to my sweat-soaked back. The air doesn't move. There's no movement
except for the air stirred with my forward efforts.

She stares at me from behind the counter. Her posture is stiff and unbending. Her lips are closed
and compressed. Her hot eyes, like the black-leaf tea she spills, burns my white skin. I wait
under her glare. There is no ice, no cold water to ease the forming bright pink blister.

For days I marvel at the chicks running around the street, following their mothers. They’re like
other chicks with the exception that they are dyed a rainbow of colors. As if hatched from Easter
eggs. One day I delight in a pink line of chicks and ask William why. He says it’s so they know
which babies go with which mamas. Suddenly I want to mix them all up.
I’m afraid to eat the produce. I was told not to eat produce from anywhere besides Ebenezer
House. But it has been weeks of only bottled Cokes and fried food. I figure fried is safe, no
bacteria can withstand a fry bath. And Josh has eaten whatever he’s wanted without any bad side
effects. I am afraid, but I eat a salad.

Fear can only be cancelled out by other fear. I swore I would never get on the back of a
bodaboda, it’s nothing less than suicide. I am so sick from the salad that I beg Josh to leave our
dinner with the other adopting parents and take me back to the room. When the fastest way back
is a bodaboda, I climb on without objection.

They are mine because their father was killed in a bodaboda accident.
The orphans sing each afternoon, glorifying the Lord. Flashing white teeth-lined smiles, bodies
rocking side to side, little hands holding littler hands or hands clapping to the rhythm, while red
dirt clings to their stomping and tapping feet.
Jinja means “place of rocks."
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Written Ruling
Group Chat: July 31

Joshua D: "Now to Him who is able to do exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or
think, according to the power that works in us, to Him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus to
all generations, forever and ever. Amen." Ephesians 3:20
Please join us in praising The Lord today as we received our written ruling and court
order. Some families have waited several weeks after their verbal ruling to get the order, but
God saw fit to have ours done in less than a week! We know that it was nothing in us or about us
that deserved such grace, but only so that the power of God may be known more. We are truly
blessed to see Him at work! Actually, as Amber put it, we're overwhelmed!
Please continue to pray that we will be mindful of God's will and that it will be
accomplished in His time. We are now applying for passports for the boys, which can take
anywhere from a few days to weeks if there are issues (e.g., typos, mistakes, etc.).
Again, thanks be to God for each of you and for His perfect timing!
Kerry: Hallelujah!!!!
Dustin L: YES! Praise the LORD!
496‑6696: I wish we could all be doing a jumping group hug right now!
Shannon A: Wow! Our God is an awesome God!
Jennifer H: Rejoicing with you!! God is good all the time!!
Shannon B: I just bawled for like 10 minutes! Unfortunately, I was in the middle of the produce
section at Albertsons, and now there are some concerned citizens eyeing me. ☺Praise God!
Psalm 20:5: We will sing for joy over your victory, And in the name of our God we will
set up our banners. May The Lord fulfill all your petitions.
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649‑0195: The tears can't be stopped!!! But neither can my smile!! My heart is overflowing with
praise to our great God!!! So amazing! Love you guys ❤
Mark H: Praise God!! That's awesome news! Continued prayers that the rest of the process goes
smooth and you can come home quickly!
Amber B: No way!!!! Praise God!!!! So amazing!!!
Katie L: Wow!!! That is awesome!! I love that verse Shannon!! Praising God with you guys!!
Doug C: Josh and Amber, that is such great news!!! I am so happy for both of you, and ALL of
the Dwyer kids. I will pass the news on to the church family.
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Unprepared for / Air
thick and heavy
burdensome
sticky on cotton-covered limbs
full
of bats and bugs
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I Didn't Know

We got up at 5:30 this morning, the gray sky line barely lightening to a bleached blue.
We climb into a van with a group from a church ministry that distribute millet porridge & rolls to
the moms and babies on a nutrition ward at a local children's hospital.

A couple introduces themselves as Pete and Val. We smile, shake hands. They are
retired, moved here from Australia a couple years ago. "We wanted to make a difference here,"
Val said. They do this food distribution every Monday morning.

They tell us there is a Ugandan lady who gets up at 4:00 to make the largest pot of
porridge ever seen! Their accents wash over me like their warm personalities.

We climb out of the van to a line of moms already forming. Pete says the nutrition ward
houses babies that are malnourished but may suffer from other conditions as well.
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We scoot past the pressed-together women into a one room building filled with row after
row of cribs. Val comes along side me when I ask what kind of care these children receive.

"The moms or another caregiver must stay with the child or children at all times and there
is no real nursing care. It is completely up to the mums to take care of their children, change
their beds, feed them." She motions to a weathered crate on a table in the middle of the room.
"Those are nutrition packets the moms can get and mix with water to feed their babies once a
day."

"Once a day?"

She nods while she rolls up pale yellow muslin sleeves and ties an African print apron
around her waist. She hands me one. I tie it while pivoting to get a look at how many babies and
kids there are.

"There is no food for the moms or even for the children, besides the one packet per day
so they look forward to the Monday morning meal," Val says before instructing us on our jobs
for distributing the meal.

After every mom and child has gotten a serving Josh and I walk among them. One young
woman is crying, I stop to talk to her. She doesn't speak English but another woman offers to
translate in broken English. I ask why she's crying.

"Father of baby leave. She cannot take care of baby. Baby very very sick."

The woman motions to the little baby in the crib behind the mom. I look at the baby, the
mother won't make eye contact, just keeps crying.
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"Please tell her I think she has a beautiful child. How old is he? Four Months?" I judge
his age by his size, he is asleep and has a sweet face.

"No, no, baby 18 months, mum is 15" she says without translating for me. "Please tell
her I will be praying for her and her baby, and all of you. Thank you both for sharing with me."

The woman translated. The mom nodded but didn't look up, she hid her tears behind her
hand.

I go weave through the room, sharing a smile or nod with a mother, or a wave with a
child. At the back there is an elderly woman beside a bed with another little boy. Val appears
beside me.

"We'll be leaving soon. We're just finishing the clean up."

"Okay, Val, do you know their story?"

Val introduces me to the lady, kind of. The woman smiles and nods after Val asked her
something. "The boy is Fred, the woman his grandmum. Fred is 4 or 5 she thinks."

The boy's size is that of a 2-year-old. He lays on his back, almost lifeless on the small cot
of dingy white. Tears stream from his dark chocolate eyes, separate silver trails down his cheeks
to the stained sheet.

"He has been here before, gotten better, but has been back for awhile. They usually have
a cream for his skin, but it's become too difficult for grandmum to keep up with it," Val says.
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I gently touch his back when a caregiver sits him up. His body is not much more than a
dark skeleton. Each bone is felt under the slight weight. His clothes are completely drenched.

I pray over him, over his grandmother, before piling back into the van. I close my eyes,
lean against Josh and know, I will not forget Fred's face or his tiny hand reaching for the roll
Josh gave him.

Val knows. "It is a sad situation, Amber. Thank you for giving your time. We were
thankful to have you."

The van revs and charges into the street. "I am so thankful for the opportunity to meet
those women and their children and to share some of their stories," I say. Josh agrees.

Val says, "As hard as it is to see, we have to applaud that these women have chosen life."
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The Woman at the Medical Center

We are taking the boys to the immigration office to apply for passports. Another mom
and the boys she’s adopting is with us. We’re walking around the block, following our driver
who is showing us the way. He leads us past a medical center where a woman sits in the dirt in
front of the building. She sees us and gets agitated, tries to rise, mumbles unfamiliar words. We
ask our driver to translate.
She and her baby were sick, he says. They came in for treatment, malaria. She got better
and they tell her to go yesterday, but her baby is still sick in clinic.
The woman is crying now. I move beside her and put an arm around her, help her rise. I
can feel her sharp shoulder blades and backbone beneath her thin cotton dress. Her grip is weak
on my hand.
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She spent the night in this spot, the driver translates, pointing to where we found her,
where she had pointed when she told the driver these words moments before. She pulls coins
from an apron-style pocket, holds them up to me.
She has enough for the medicine, she could pay, the driver says, but not enough for the
syringe to deliver the medicine.
The mom with us pulls out money and asks the driver how much she needs for her child
to get the rest of the treatment. The driver asks the woman who cries out, understanding that we
will pay. She holds on to me, pulls me to her child who is asleep and very small in the middle of
the white bed.
The woman's cries and five of us create a commotion that draws the attendant. The
driver asks the attendant the amount needed. He faces us as Josh starts counting schillings.
About twenty cents, U.S., he says.
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Josh, You're not Going to Believe This

"Josh, hurry, come here!" Amber's voice is high, her tone immediate.
Josh walks up to where she's sitting at a table, looks over her shoulder, "Hmm?" he asks.
She's holding the tablet they brought to video chat with their kids back home and text
updates to friends and family. The group chat app. is open, she's scrolling to the top of the
conversation.
"Look!"
He looks but she narrates faster than he can read.
"I was telling everyone about the kids we've been connecting with at the orphanage.
Kind of joking I asked who was next. I was kind of hoping Kerry would say something. One at
a time they all basically said they weren't next, Shannon joked the suggestion would make her a
single parent," she said breathlessly. "But then look! Look!" She scrolled down to one reply.

"'Us' it says! Amber Black said 'Us!' They've been talking to Mandy over the last couple weeks.
They've already been paired! They're adopting Josiah and Moses!"
Josh puts his arms around her neck.
"Can you believe it?!" she asks.
He kisses the top of her head. "Amazing," he says, kissing the top of her head.
She stands, hugs him. "Come on," she says. "Let's go love on their kids for them."
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Bonding and Boundaries

There's a rule against playing with the light
switch
Mark flicks
it on
off
I question
he lies

we talk to him about lying
his body stiffens
he denies, shouts
we try to calm, he cries
He's testing this new world
us.
Luke watches from across the room, silent
eyes on his sobbing brother, he walks to the wall
with the light switch
brows unfurl before he looks
at me his face
reveals nothing
his hand
moves up to the light switch
eye contact
never wavers
flicks the switch
up
down
desiring to divert our focus
from his hurting brother.
Something triggered a fear instinct
protective instinct.
Eventually Mark admitted the truth.
An hour later we
are all still sobbing.
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Rubbish 2
In Uganda, children believe in the Tooth Rat. When children loose a baby tooth, they put
it in a preferred corner of the house before bed. Luke said while they sleep the Tooth Rat
collects the tooth and leaves behind money or a treat. When the Tooth Rat collects enough teeth
he puts them in his mouth Luke said.
And whispers, his nose close to the ground, the stories of how the earth called the water
to its surface to make the great river and lake. When the black horizon gives way to gray, the
story ends. Hunched over, the Tooth Rat braces as blood and teeth fall to the red soil. With
swift swipes, it buries them and shuffles to its hole. The following night, it will repeat the
practice of collecting and telling, this time the creation of man from the mud made when the
water and earth combine.
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Next

“Next,” the immigration officer said in a deep baritone.
Amber leaned toward Josh. “I hope we don’t get the middle woman. She looks grumpy,” she
said.
“Mmm,” he answered back, settling one of the boys in his lap. About 15 yards away sets
a long white folding table with five immigration officers sitting behind it. The table is under the
only source of shade in the courtyard. The immigration officers’ areas are defined with stacks of
paperwork between them. The table faces the rest of the yard, a serpentine line of about 200
people in various stages of desperation. People sit on the ground, lean against out buildings, sit
on one of the few tiny benches, they shade themselves with scarves, with folders of important
documents, with exposed hands.
Two of the officers finish simultaneously. The lady in the middle shouts, “Next.”
Amber looks at Josh with a frown. They’re next. They take hold of their boys’ hands and walk to
table. “Papers,” the woman says. She is large for a Ugandan woman, heavy set. Her hair is pulled
back tightly from her shiny face.
Josh hands over the folder with all their documentation. The adoption forms, the
Ugandan Court’s ruling to give the Dwyers guardianship of Mark and Luke, everything the
agency and orphanage said they’d need.
The woman doesn’t check the documents. She flips through the papers, “Where is their
mother,” she asks sharply.
“Maybe in her village,” Josh answers.
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The woman shakes her head. “How long have you been here?”
“Six weeks,” Josh answers.
The woman shakes her head. “That is not long enough. You have not been here long
enough to know these boys. Why do you want them? You do not know them. Where is their
mother?”
Josh and Amber look at each other, then back to the immigration officer. “We have all
the right documents to request their visas—it’s all there in the folder. Is the packet missing
anything?”
She rose. Her narrowed deep brown eyes looked them both up and down. Her thin lips set
in a line and she waved a hand at the boys standing before Amber and Josh. “Their mother needs
to be here.”
“I’m sorry but no one ever told us that she’d need to be here. We are their guardians.
Please check the file.”
“Come,” she said. Her face pulled in, the whole the thing puckering, her lips pursed
closed. She stops past the table.
The Dwyers look at each other. Josh shrugs. They take the boys’ hands and follow after
her. The woman stops, puts her meaty hands on wide khaki‐covered hips and jerks her hand
toward her several times.
They quicken the boys.
“Wait,” she demands, then goes into a small building. They listen as a shouting match
begins.
They don’t understand Lugandan. The lady sounds even angrier.
“Why does she keep asking about their mother?” Amber asks.
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Josh shakes his head. He pulls Luke into his arms. The boy rests his head on his chest and
plays with a button on his dress shirt. “I don’t know. Her job is to look through the paper work
and make sure we have all the right documents filled out correctly. She doesn’t have any other
authority.”
The shouting stops. The Dwyers straighten up as the woman comes out and faces them.
“Their mother should be here.”
Amber said, “Their mother lives far away. It would be difficult to get her here. She has
not been their mother for a long time. They have been in the orphanage for three years. Three
years. They are our sons now.” Amber hugs the boys to her.
“The mother should be here.”
“Under whose authority are you saying their mother should be here?” Josh asks.
“Come,” she said and marched to another small building close by. “Wait,” she says again
and leaves them. More shouting. The voice of the other person elevates until she is shouting
back. The officer comes out. She glares at the Dwyers, her hands fists at the ends of her stiff
arms. “You will talk to someone else,” she said and marched back toward the table.
Setting their paperwork at another officer’s spot, she points at him and growls, “Wait.”
Then she turns her back on them and yells, "Next?”
Josh says, “Only the good Lord knows.”
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No Paking

Painted several places in the parking lot at the immigration office. A visual analogy of attempts
to get passports. No Packing. “Getting a Ugandan Passport” should be a challenge on The
Amazing Race.

Caption: Mark & Luke (center),
Squat, smiling
With other orphans
Waiting to go
Home
With their forever families.
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Teeth, Blood and Rats

Mark is on the top bunk. He unexpectedly lunges forward and takes a header before I can
get to him. He screams when he sees the blood. Amber's training kicks in and she takes care of
it quickly and efficiently which helps Mark calm down. As soon as she says he's all better he
seeks me out. Hurt flashes in Amber's eyes. Mark chooses me over her automatically. Even
after she did the total mom thing and patched him up.
By the end of the night he is excited to show his friends back at the orphanage. He asks
if he can wait a day to put his teeth in the corner of the room. I ask why he wants to put them in
the corner of the room and he tells us about the Tooth Rat. A much more realistic though
perhaps distasteful version of our Tooth Fairy.
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Unprepared for / Time
having no place
in Uganda
no one
keeps time
keeps appointments
not hours or days or months
we hang on
moments
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Perspective
Group Chat: September 3

Amber D: Well, we were hoping/assuming we would go to Kampala today to pick up passports
but there’s no confirmation that they've been printed.. Please continue to pray that we will get
passports this week, as we are really feeling a sense of urgency to be done working with
Ugandan government officials. The environment is becoming more and more hostile toward
Americans involved in the adoption process. We know none of this is outside of God's sovereign
control, but we also believe he hears the prayers of His people. Thank you, friends!

Amber D: Front page of today's local newspaper. This is so unfortunate because they are
reporting 2.4 million orphans in Uganda but reporting a potential for problems with the
approximately 600 that were adopted by Americans over a 10 year period. Seems like the focus
should be more on the fact that there are 2.4 million orphans! <photos omitted>

Amber D: And this is mostly thanks to Mark Riley with UNICEF whose primary focus is
stopping International adoptions from Uganda. The battle going on for the hearts of these
children is real!!

Katie L: It's such a heartbreaking issue, and there really are no easy answers. I think as Christians
we choose to be obedient to wherever God leads, but we must also choose compassion for a
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country losing so many of its children. Even when we don't think they have any alternatives that
are in the best interest of the children. We're praying for you as you finish the work to be done
there!

Shannon B: Great perspective, Katie

Amber D: There definitely are issues with the process and you are completely right that there are
no easy answers, but I don't believe blaming or even directing the attention to the American
families who have adopted or hope to adopt will solve any of the problems going on. This guy's
solution is that every orphan should be returned to whatever biological family they have. I can't
speak for all orphanages, but at Welcome Home, several attempts are made to keep the child
with their family if possible.
Mandy even showed us the list of kids that have been with them for some time, but will
return to their families/villages after the families "get things in order" to provide for the children.
And when they go back, she gives them something to help sustain their income. Sometimes a
pair of goats, sometimes chickens and there was even one mom while we were here that
requested a sewing machine and Mandy got her one :) Also, every child that leaves Welcome
Home to return to family is sent with a medical card that can presented to the hospital/doctor
anytime they are sick and Welcome Home pays the bill. I realize I am probably just being
defensive because I feel this guy is threatening the future of Welcome Home and their ability to
place the children I have come to know and love into a forever family! Just another aspect of this
process that has been so hard!!
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Amber D: And Katie, I hope my response did not come across as argumentative! I totally
appreciate your input and your comments!!

Shannon B: I'm so glad you found Welcome Home, they sound both ethical and loving in the
care for families in the community! I think at some levels, our glimpse into your journey has
attached us all to those kids. Your logical thinking and loving thinking seem sound! My initial
reaction was that a government which cannot sustain the population crisis there would more than
welcome their children being put into loving homes. But now I can sympathize with their
perspective too.

Katie L: Every country that works in international adoption has these issues to deal with. There
are people actively trying to stop international adoption in Korea, too. And you didn't sound
argumentative at all, Amber; my response just came from the feelings I have about adoption and
Korea in particular.
Leaving Korea with Jer after the director of the orphanage prayed over him and asked us
to speak kindly of Korea to him gave me a larger outlook on the country he was leaving behind.
But I've never once thought he'd be better off living there in an orphanage. It's just such a
complex issue, and I think it's too easy to ignore the hurt of a country giving up its children. That
being said, most who argue against international adoption as a cultural issue don't have any
viable answers for the individual children who would be stuck in an orphanage under their plan.

644‑4503: Praying. Just praying.
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Unprepared for/ Water

coming down
warm
coming down in a deluge
flooding, washing away
but not cleansing
interfering
with the water system
no water for days after
rain
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Crying My Eyes Out
Group Chat: September 4

Amber D: The boy's passports were located and we will go to Kampala tomorrow to pick them
up. This actually ends up being a huge blessing for me because that means we will go to the
Immigration office and then Josh & the boys will get to continue on to Entebbe with me and
have our good-byes at the airport!
Originally, I was just going to have a driver take me because it is a good 3-4 hour drive.
Please be in prayer for traveling mercies for all of us going to Kampala, Entebbe & then back to
Jinja for the boys. I would also appreciate your prayers for safety & mainly peace while flying
home by myself. Not looking forward to the confusing airports and lengthy lay-overs by myself,
but I know God has me in the palm of His hands and there is no safer place to be!
9/4/14, 6:23:55 AM: Amber: Also praising God that the boys seem to be handling the news well!
They seem to understand what is going to happen from what we can tell and have not seemed too
bothered. I think it helped that we spent part of today doing some of the things that would need
to happen before they come to America and tried to emphasize that they would be coming soon
after me.
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Shannon B: Praise God! I'm so happy the passports were located! I want you guys home so bad!
:b it's also a relief to hear the boys understand and can see you to the airport too! I'm sure God
will be with you on the plane and at the airports! ;) I love and miss you guys so much!

Jennifer H: God is so good!!
Dustin L: That's great news!
644‑4503: Awesome! Amazing news!!
Doug C: We prayed for you all last night and praise God for his goodness to you.
Amber D: Heading to airport now. My flight will leave at 1:10am local time. My heart is broken
to leave and I can't seem to stop crying :( Prayers appreciated for me and for my loves I am
leaving behind! Love to you all!
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Tremendous Gift
Our time in Uganda gave
me a greater appreciation for my wife
how much she can handle
how much God has blessed her with a desire to help
others especially the least fortunate
was a tremendous gift

--Post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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The Source of the Great Nile River
lies in Jinja
head-water
north-flowing
life source
sustaining
over flowing
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Observing the Life Source
I take the boys to the river. They've seen it from the shore, from a bridge, but it will take
our minds off the waiting. We take a boat. They've never been on a boat. The novelty brightens
their eyes. Their bodies buzz with experiencing the unknown, fed from the hum of the motor.
They sit on either side of me, stretch, hold on to the sides and strain to look over at the greengray water. As the boat takes off they slide back to my sides, grinning.
The water seems still, calm, though I know it to be flowing. The boat is canopied but the
sky shines in the surface of the water, reflecting the cerulean saturated sky and outlined by green
banks that hug the river. Thick vegetation fans out behind, a rainforest canopy. The air hints at
the vegetation, thick with floral aroma I can only identify as sweet, perfumed.
I ask my boys what they know about the river, share my knowledge, we experience its
greatness together.
I point out figures on the shore, fishermen casting their nets
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The Boy Who Called Me Not-Today

He is kicking the end of the crumbling wall as we approach. Sun glints off the aluminum
cans in the faded orange mesh bag over his shoulder. He catches our movement from the corner
of his eye and follows, holding out his hand.
"You give me money," he says before a smile spreads across his face.
"Not today," Josh answers.
“Yes, you give me money,” he repeats.
Josh laughs and repeats, “No, not today.”
I wonder how old the boy is. They are always older than what I can tell by their size.
Maybe eight, Amber thinks.
The next time we see him he asks again and I reply the same, “Not today.”
The boy smiles and nods, then runs away to catch up with a group of street kids.
By the third time the boy crosses the street to laugh and takes my hand on his. He greets
me like this, “Hello, Not-today!” His eyes are shining and he laughs at his own joke. I laugh too
and shake his hand back before he runs off.
“He has a lot of charm,” Amber says.
“Yeah.”
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“Are you tempted to break the rule?”
“The rule is there so visitors don’t foster an atmosphere of begging. It says nothing about
offering a goodbye gift,”
“That’s lawyer thinking for you, always trying to find a way around the rules.”
I wink when Amber smirks at me.
The last time I saw him I didn’t know it would be the last time. He waved at me from
across the street with that same generous smile. I kept an eye out for him our last few days in
Jinja, hoping to spot him headed my way. But I never did. I have a candy box with an envelope
of Schillings for him in a basket in the closet next to my red dirt stained sneakers.

Caption: The boy who called me Not-Today,
waving from across the street leaning
against the crumbling wall.
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"Iron is Taken from the Dust"
--Job 28:2
They will take it with them
the rusty red dirt fine
as sifted flour
sticking to their shoes
their feet
They will take it with them
iron oxide
caused by heavy rainfall and intense heat
changes the dirt
the rusty red soil
deficient in organic matter
poor in soil fertility
produces meager yields
crops stagnate
unable to nourish growth
They will take it with them
iron
the most common element
on earth essential to the function
of the human body
relatively soft when pure
strengthens
1000 times harder
when mixed with carbon
turns to Steele
Iron is taken from the dust
they will take it with them
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Thanks Be To God
Group Chat: October 15

Joshua D: "Praise God from Whom all blessings flow; Praise Him all creatures here below!"
Please rejoice with us that the Embassy accepted the report that we obtained yesterday!
We are in the process of scheduling the exit interview, which could be later today! Thanks be to
God and to Him alone be the glory!!

Shannon B: Praise God! Yay! I've literally been waiting to hear this happy news! I'm so grateful
to God for using you for His glory and for releaving you of this particular duty! 😁😁 celebrating!

Dustin L: Praise the LORD! 😂😂

Kerry L: Hallelujah! Thank you, God!

Shannon A: Sooooo happy for you Dwyer family! Thanks be to God! See you soon!!!

Joshua D: "Oh sing to the Lord a new song; sing to the Lord, all the earth!
Sing to the Lord, bless his name;
tell of his salvation from day to day.
Declare his glory among the nations,
his marvelous works among all the peoples!
For great is the Lord, and greatly to be praised;" Ps. 961-4
Amen and amen! Indeed, His works are marvelous!!
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WE'RE COMING HOME!!!

We were able to get an exit interview this afternoon and God allowed the biological
mother to make the appointment time (though she had very little notice!). The interview went
well and the visas should be ready to get picked up on Friday, Lord willing! With the Lord's
favor, we could be on a flight Friday night!

Thank you, thank you, thank you for your prayers, fasting, tears, and cries to God!
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Africa Timeline
July 10: Arrival in Entebee, ride to Jinja
July 14: Hearing
July 25: Verbal approval
July 31: Written Ruling, applied for passports
August 4: Church Ministry Distribution
August 5: Passport interview
August 12: Josh goes to Kampala for an informational class at the US Embassy
August 15: Their three biological children and Amber's mother go back to Las Cruces to get
ready for school
September 6: Amber flies home
September 17: Receive passports
September 22: Medical appointments, Embassy confirms they received visa application
September 25: Medical reports sent to Embassy
September 26: Document review appointment
September 29: "Report" doesn't quality, no exit interview
October 15: Embassy accepts unchanged report, exit interview
October 17: Fly out of Entebee
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PART 3
RESTING
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Starting Line
I'm not entirely sure when the thought first occurred to me
but at some point I realized that the end of our
adoption was just the beginning of our story
We spent so much time and effort just trying
to get to Uganda, that arriving there felt like an accomplishment
We were so focused on trying to get through the process, that leaving
Uganda felt like we had reached the pinnacle
we had the boys
we were headed home
But getting home wasn't the finish line at all
it was the starting line for a new, more grand adventure
raising 5 kids

--Post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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Just Landed
Friends Group Chat October 15

Joshua D: Praise God!! We just landed in El Paso!! Thanks be to Him!!
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Welcome Home

I. Anticipation
Forty‐one friends wait : between the
Waiting
area and tiled path
Flowing from the humming
escalator
waterfall
emptying into the airport lobby
Twenty‐seven children lined
Up in rows hold hand‐painted and glittered signs that
Welcome Home Mark & Luke & Josh
Boys beat
Each other
With bright‐colored balloons
They blew up with dramatic puffs
One floats above heads, hands
Hit the yellow orb
Jerks in short beats over the crowd
The children giggle, shout, vibrate
With energy like the shaking
Hands of the expectant mother
Collecting
Her birth children
Pacing in the pocket protected
Off to the side.
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II. Union Reunion

Down the escalator tube, metal steps twinkle
In the artificial and too bright light
Three sets of rust-stained shoes: legs: torsos
In matching maroon Texas A&M T‐shirts
It’s them! They’re here!
Erupts
Reverberates in high pitched squeals
Three faces stare at the spectacle
In which they are being delivered.
The father takes
His boys’ hands
And guides them off the flattened
Last step
With a smile that flashes
And holds in emotion
His youngest daughter
Launches away
From her mother’s side
Crashes into Daddy and wraps
Her arms around his legs.
He releases their hands as mother comes
Wraps his arms around his baby girl
Whispers in her ear
Buries his face in her corn‐silk waves
The other two birth children follow
Hugs and smiles are exchanged
I missed you
Daddy
Home
Are heard
Mother squats at the level of the little boys
Her little boys
Home
Face to face greeting them, touching their hands, their faces
Surrounding them with protective arms
Several cameras flash pictures
Mobile phones poised before faces shooting video
Capture this family union
reunion
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Caption: Dwyer Family: (back) Amber, Josh, Braden, Delaney, (front) Luke, Avalyn, Mark
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III. Procession
Little hands tucked into big
Hands
Holding together
This newly‐made family
Leads the procession to
Baggage Claim the crowd
Mingles, talks about joy,
God’s glory, wipes away
Tears and watches
The two boys who they have prayed for
For so long
Peek behind legs
Their faces split in smiles
An arm lifts up, held close to the body
His little hand opens
And closes in response to a wave.
Outside
As if in ritual
The awed and elated audience
Trail and mingle with the family
Walking out into the fresh night
Alight with orange
Street light glow
Into neat lines of non‐descript cars
Parked like rows of agriculture
Wet with a sprinkling of rain
Until each parent and child says
Goodnight and God bless
And recedes like rippling waves
The family packs their car with luggage
And children
Home
With their
forever family
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Incredulous
How great God must love us to adopt
us into His truly forever family
it wasn't until I went through this process
that I had some approach of framing it in a way
that made sense
I have tried to think of analogizing
the story of salvation in some fictional story but
I can't help but feel that the closer the story is to the Truth
the more incredulous it would be.

--Post-adoption interview with Josh Dwyer
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Adoption Finalized

Caption: Finalized adoption, about a year later, October 19, 2015

Now to him who is able to do immeasurably
more than all we ask or imagine,
according to his power that is at work
within us, to him be glory in the church and in Christ
Jesus throughout all generations, forever and ever! Amen.

Ephesians 3:20-21
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